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Company 
Overview

A Great Performance Deserves a Great Brand

Comet Group has accumulated the most extensive portfolio of 
foodservice and professional kitchen products available in Egypt, 
Comet Group now owns the most exclusive professional branches, 
showrooms and factory to achieve the quality standards that the 
market demands locally and globally.





4 Vision
Comet Group’s vision is to become 
the market leader for commercial 
kitchen equipment in the Middle 
East & Africa.  We provide the 
highest service & product quality to 
our clients to become partners of 
excellence in what they do.
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5Mission
Our mission is customer satisfaction 
through our deep market knowledge and 
prolonged experience by our professional  
team, we provide premium commercial 
kitchen equipment that foodservice and 
culinary professionals can trust to work with 
and deliver high quality food.
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Comet Group was established in 1992 by Eng. Medhat Bahnassy the Chairman with a 
previous experience of six years in the field of designing, supplying, and installing kitchen, 
food service, bakery & pastry and laundry equipment for hotels & touristic projects. With 
an incredibly ambitious vision, we aimed to not only meet but set new standards that 
exceed the existing local and global ones, it was our belief that we must evolve ourselves 
and our market.

In 1999, Comet Group established its first branch and showroom in Sharm El Sheikh with 
an extended vision of serving existing and new hotels with special kinds of service using a 
qualified team of sales, administration, engineers and technicians. Huge investment, focus, 
specialization and hard work allowed Comet Group to guarantee its clients a special kind 
of high-quality service to achieve the quality standard that the market demands.

In 2011 Comet Group established its new branch in Hurghada, thus a new luxury showroom 
in the red sea area offering a variety of services to our clients for all kitchen, bakery, pastry 
and F&B equipment and small kitchen tools.

In 2012 Comet Group expanded to cover the gulf area by opening a new branch in Doha 
- Qatar (Comet Group Qatar) with the same concept of high quality service supporting 
our business with a qualified and experienced technical team.

In 2020 Comet Group for Industry, the biggest step in comet group’s evolution thus far, a 
fully-fledged manufacturing facility that doubles as our administration and showroom on 
Egyptian grounds.

Established

Sharm
El Sheikh

Hurghada

Qatar-
Doha

Comet 
Group for 
Industry

1992

1999

2011

2012

2020
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8 Scope of work
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Coffee Shop & Bar Equipment: Kitchen Utensils, Flatware and 
Hollowware:Supplying all kinds of Coffee Shop and Bar 

Equipment both indoors and outdoors Coffee 
Machines, Juice Dispensers, Ice Makers, Glass 
Washers, Blenders, Juicers ….etc.

Supplying Professional Kitchen & Pastry 
Utensils, stainless steel & silverplated 
high quality Flatware & Hollowware.

Manufacture and import electric & gas main 
kitchen, Bakery and pastry equipment as well 
as refrigerator & cold rooms.

Main Kitchen Equipments: Laundry Equipment:
Consultation for supplying complete 
laundry equipment.

Buffet Table: After Sales Service:
Design, manufacture, supplying Hot & Cold 
Buffet Tables and live cooking buffet matching 
all kinds of operation systems with different 
interior decoration.

Supplying all kinds of spare parts and 
presenting a special kind of aftersales 
service through a qualified and trained 
engineering & technician team.

CAD Design:Consultancy:
Our Design team offers you a professional 
layout for your commercial kitchen 
suitable for the circulation of your kitchen 
operations to best match your needs.

We assist in choosing the best equipment 
that your kitchen requires according to your 
budget, our experienced team not only supply 
equipment but also advise you to make the 
best out of your professional kitchen.
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International
Brands

A Great Performance Deserves a Great Brand

Comet Group always seeks to partner with leading brands 
and manufacturers from all over the world. 
These international vendors are working together with Comet 
Group to support its prestigious set of clients.
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Modular – Italy - Cooking equipment & Professional Ovens 

Mecnosud – Italy - Equipment for Pizzeria, Bakery and Pastry 

Colged – Italy – Commercial Dishwashers 

Zuchelli Forni – Italy – Rotary Ovens 

Mastercool – Italy – Professional Refrigeration 

Venix – Italy – Professional Ovens 

Simag – Italy – Ice machines 

Robot Coupe - France – Food Preparation machines 

Fimar – Italy – Food Processing machines, meat mincers & slicers 

Forcar – Italy – Multiservice trolleys & Refrigeration 

Paderno – Italy – Professional Cookware & Kitchen Utensils 

Sambonet – Cutlery, Flatware & Holloware 

Renzacci – Italy – Laundry Equipment 

Frilich – Germany – Juice & Milk can Buffetware 

Sayl - Spain – Display Fridges 

Magister – Italy – Coffee Machines 

La Spaziale – Italy – Espresso coffee machines 

Animo – Netherlands – Innovative coffee machines 

Lacor – Spain – Kitchenware & Chafing dishes 

Santos – France – Professional Juicers & Blenders 

Roller Grill – Coffee shop & snack cooking equipment 

Neumarker – Germany – waffle & crepe machines 

Martellato – Italy – Bakery & Pastry tools 

Rieber – Germany - Plate dispensers, banquet trolleys 

Cofrimell – Italy - juice dispensers 

Fricosmos – Spain - Wash basins & mixers. 

Zumex – Spain – cutting-edge juicing solutions 

Rocam – Italy – professional foodservice solutions 

Caddie – Italy – innovative handling equipment for hospitality
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14 Modular

Since 1986 Modular has been studying, projecting and manufacturing high 
level catering equipment for the food service and hospitality industry.

All products are made to satisfy the most demanding chef, to ensure the 
efficiency and safety in compliance with the current international quality 
standards and privileging a low environmental impact.

Modular produces a full range of cooking equipment, starting from the 600 
and 650 series, suitable for Snack Bars or Fast Food outlets, up to 900 700 
and 1100 series for restaurants, canteens and high volume kitchens.

Over the years, Modular has completed its wide range of products with 
Stainless Steel fabrication and Self Service lines, Refrigeration, Glass & 
Dishwashers and Ovens.

Modular’s main challenge is to pay particular attention to details: Our 
Cooking Island is a Chef-Inspired solution, customized according to any 
personal request in shape, color and endless configurations.
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Cooking - Emotion Cooking - Sensation

Dishwashing - FunctionOvens - Function Ovens - EmotionM
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18 Colged
Colged was established in 1952.  In 1957 the first commercial dishwashers were 
produced and due to their robustness and reliability, they immediately earned 
themselves an important place in the market. These characteristics remain important 
today. In 1992 the company was bought by the Eurotec Group that in 2000 became 
part of the multinational American company ITW listed in Wall Street’s Standard & 
Poor’s Index with a consolidated turnover of 14 billion dollars and 700 companies 
worldwide. Today Colged is a leading-edge company for whom innovation, quality, 
professionalism and full staff involvement are the elements that make it the world 
leader in professional glasswashing by the number of machines produced.
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Undercounter Hood Type



19Simag
Simag is an innovator in design manufacturing and marketing of commercial ice 
machines for target markets of food service equipment. The food service market 
and specially ice machines is fast moving, challenging world in which we fit our 
competence and our long lasting attitude to manufacturing reliable, dependable 
and well reputed ice machines. Simag ice machines are created to satisfy customer 
requirements from top quality to space saving and foot print needs to design, from 
durable operations to strong dependable construction to assure years of trouble-free 
performance. Quality: its key factor at Simag, we do test for everything we produce, 
then we take some products at random and test them to destrict to make sure they 
exceed the performance we claim for them.
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New Mojo Ice SMI80 Self Contained Ice Cuber SDE24 Modular Cube Ice Maker SV545
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Fimar & Forcar one of a very famous of reputable company in Italy since 1979.

Fimar & Forcar, specialized in manufacturing all professional preperations machines 
Such as : - Meat mincer all st.st. part - Meat slicer heavy duty - Bone sow electric - 
Vegetable preparation machine, soup mixers - All equipment & machine have CE 
certificate to meet eurpe standard quality

Fimar & Forcar also manufacture professional refrigerators with different kind designs 
and different needs

Fimar & Forcar as an Italian brand has always been attention to post – sales service 
offering its customers top quality technical and sales assistance.

Fimar
Fim

ar

Refrigerated meat 
mincer 32REF

Meat mincer 32TN Gravity Slicer H275N  Bone Bandsaw SE2020A
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Blast Chiller AB5514 Cabinet plate trolleys CA1439R

Refrigerated Pizza Counter G-PZ2600TN

Refrigerated Counter G-PA3100TN



22 Mecnosud
The Company is positioned on an area of 25000 mq, with two productive 
establishments on a total covered surface of 13000 mq. The staff composed by 70 
collaborators employed to the production with its technical, administrative and 
commercial management, assure the realization and the control of the entire 
productive process. 

Mecnosud specialized in manufacturing high quality and durable mixers, planetary 
and dough sheeters for hotels & commercials pastry & bakery section.
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Manual Sheeter ST 500 Planetary mixers MX Spiral mixers TS



23Zucchelli Forni
Founded as an artisan company, ZUCCHELLI FORNI S.p.A. has produced baking and 
pastry ovens for forty years. Over the years, this experience has been converted into 
skill and professionalism, transforming the company into an industry benchmark.

Fase di lavorazione nello stabilimento di Zucchelli Forni To be competitive in today›s 
market, we must learn to identify and anticipate trends that could influence the market 
and thus offer solutions that are effectively adapted to the actual needs at the time.

The technologically advanced machinery and the careful selection of the materials 
used, besides ensuring a high quality standard, provide a guarantee of excellence 
of every single ZUCCHELLI FORNI S.p.A. product, aligned with the expectations of the 
market and the customer.

Zu
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Electric Oven Minirotor EElectric oven SV



24 Paderno
For over 80 years, PADERNO has been a leading 
company manufacturing professional cookware and 
kitchen utensils for hotel restaurants and the food 
service industry. International distributors range from 
Europe to the Middle and Far East, including Russia, 
United States and Australia, for a total of over 120 
countries all over the world. PADERNO is considered to 
be a reliable reference for all professionals involved 
in catering and restaurant business. PADERNO has 
Quality Management System to achieve (UNI EN ISO 
9001:2000) certificate to comply with public health and 
safety. PADERNO has (Environmental Management 
System) achieving of ISO 14001:2004 certification. 
PADERNO has (Security Management System) 
achieving the OHSAS18001 certification. PADERNO is 
now considered one of the leading companies all 
over the world and satisfies all professional chefs› 
requirements.
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26 Sambonet
Sambonet, 200 years of timeless masterpieces. 
sambonet in the year 1900, became the official 
supplier for many noble families in Italy. In 1932 they 
started the first industrial plant in Italy extending its 
production range. In 1938 sambonet became the 
first company in Europe to manufacture st.st flatware 
and introduced its unique silver plating technique 
on stainless steel, thus earning its fame as a top 
tableware manufacturer. Sambonet became very 
famous around world as a hotel supplier after winning 
the bid for Cairo Hilton in 1956 among 53 competitors. 
In 1997, sambonet became part of the Paderno group 
world leader in the field of professional cookware and 
kitchen utensils. In 2000, sambonet , along with the 
Paderno group had succeeded to add BEARD, a Swiss 
company for de luxe hollowware hotel items.
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28 Sayl
Sayl is a Spanish professional company manufacturing food service equipment.
Sayl produces elegant display fridges.
Sayl fridges are used for sushi counters.
Sayl produces some snake line with high quality.
Sayl became a famous producer for sushi fridges all over the world and the distributors cover a lot of counters.

Sa
yl

Logic Line Splendid

Pak Recta Drop-inPak CurvadaCompak



29Frilich
Frilich, established for more than 25 years as a family business in Germany.
Frilich is considered a unique and professional German company all over the world.
Frilich,developed and optimized its idea for daily practical use in permanent dialogue with their client.
Frilich succeeded to change and upgrade minds of professional and functional buffet presentation and functional 
tools and dispensers by creating very luxurious products and practical dispensers with very high standard material.
Frilich, created new modern models to satisfy all kind of buffet design and display systems.
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PURE NATURE Milk Can

Granini BIC Edelstahl 
(Multivitamin) 

mit ProduktschildB-LINE Milk Can B-LINE Juice Dispenser



30 Animo
Animo Founded in 1950 at Amersfoort in the Netherlands, the company expanded 
very quickly and soon opened a second production plant in Assen. In 1996 the 
plant in Assen became the head office.  In 1991 and 1992 Animo opened her own 
sales offices with warehouse in Belgium, Germany and France. Animo provides 
coffee and tea making equipment for professional use for both national and 
international markets. The Animo products, the production and supporting processes 
are constantly renewed and improved to obtain high customer satisfaction. To 
achieve this Animo offers an optimal price/ performance proportion, short delivery 
times and a good service. Worldwide, coffee and tea are the two most consumed 
drinks. The quality requirements demanded by the consumer are high. Developing 
and producing coffee and tea machines at a very high standard, has made Animo 
a leading manufacturer in this market.
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Coffe Maker Bulk brewersPercolators Coffee machine



31Magister
Since the very beginning, the ambitious industrial goal of the Company was to 
become an established player on a global scale, thanks to an extremely advanced 
know how. Magister actually decided simply not to assemble components, but to 
produce their coffee machines as a result of very accurate design, with relevant 
investment in research, betting on the development of technical and procedural 
innovation. As in the following Magister products, constantly updated in terms of 
design and aesthetics, made a cornerstone of the traditional engineering and the 
unique features of the “Made in Italy”. The models Kappa and KXP are a clear example 
of this, bringing out aesthetics and design care in accordance to the traditional values 
of Magister. The Stilo range gave further impulse to the brand, that achieved several 
goals internationally. This was all clearly visible in the very first model, named System, 
whose quality and solidity immediately received a widespread appreciation.
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Delta Series / DELTA ESD HG Small Cafè Coffee grinders



32 Santos
Santos, French company established since 1954, 50 years after the launch of its first 
product the company continues to grow via innovation and development of new 
product at its headquarter in “LYON”.  The thousands of high quality applications that 
are produced in the factory are in accordance with the most stringent international 
regulations (UL , GS ,NSf ,KETI. .. etc) for safty and hiegene standard. Santos brand 
name is now represented in more than a hundred countries. 
Santos usually participate in the most important trade shows in Europe, Asia ,the 
middle east, U.S.A. Santos have the ability to satisfy all clients by high response 
after sales service and huge stock of spare parts for its products sold over the last 
50 years. Santos focuses more and more on developing eco-friendly products, 
integrating green technologies.
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Lever juicer «Evolution» 70 Citrus Juicer 38Ice crusher 53 Espresso coffee 
grinder 06A
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Processor R502 Cutter R4V.V. Blixer® 23

Robot Coupe
Robot Coupe Established more than 30 years ago, specialized in 
manufacturing professional and commercial food processors and 
vegetable preparation, slicing, dicing, shredding and grating units. 
Robot Coupe is considered a leading manufacturer well known all over 
the world with standard high quality machines meeting with HACCP 
and safety standard rules.



34 Rieber
Rieber GMBH & co. started its activity for more than 85 years ago. Rieber is now 
considered one of the leading suppliers of kitchen technology for professional 
gastronomy operations and private households. Rieber always has the right solution 
for healthy & tasty food and drink equipment. Rieber covers the whole cooking chain 
from the correct storage of fresh ingredients in refrigeration system, through the 
preparation at the water point, correct cooking right up to and including transportation 
and serving for healthy & hygienic food. Rieber is the leading provider of complete 
catering solutions for hotels, restaurant, armies and catering equipment. Rieber has 
the very heavy duty & professional transportation system for food & drink, hot & cold.

Ri
eb

er acs 1600 O2 - 3x hot -
 3x varithek®

Platform dispenser - 
PU-GN1/2

Tray trolley TWF-AK - 
2x8 EN - length
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Refrigerator 400 
liters 1/1 GN

Industrial refrigerator 400 L, 
Tecnodom AF04EKOMTN

Series 70 Refrigerated 
Counter M
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Mapet
Founded in 2004, Mapet srl has its roots in the will and skills of men capable of designing 
and manufacturing professional refrigerators for catering, offering the most innovative 
and elegant solutions for all needs. We operate in the professional refrigeration market, 
after a constant growth in Italy and abroad over decades of activity, Mapet srl is now able 
to guarantee to professionals in the sector a production potential particularly dedicated to 
the specific needs of customers, offering the possibility of making professional refrigeration 
appliances on measure beyond the standard.



36 Venix
Venix products are distinguished by design choices inspired by the values on which 
Venice built its success and a thousand years of tradition: quality achieved through 
creativity, innovation, constant travel around the world, ease of use, effectiveness and 
performance.

For many centuries, Venetian products were the result of a formidable combination 
of beauty and business, and boasted a unique capacity to succeed on international 
markets. These same principles inspired us in the development of our range of modern 
products for food preparation – one of the most important activities in our daily lives.
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San marco SM12TC San giorgio SG16TC
Squero gastronomy 

SQ1021D0C
Santa croce

SC10MEV
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Renzacci
RENZACCI is considered today as the leading company in the sector of cleaning 
technology and Laundry Machines for washing industrial dry-cleaning. 

The company was founded in 1965 and has developed through the years following up 
as best as possible to it›s expanding activities in the international market. A production 
plant with a central unit of over 2000 sqm using the most advanced technology today 
existing in the market

Tumble Dryer Industrial Washing Machine Dry Cleaning Machine



Comet Group 
for Industry

A Great Performance Deserves a Great Brand





40 Manufacturing 
Overview
Comet Group for Industry Manufacturing is the 
future for Egypt, and we set the standards in the 
Egyptian foodservice industry, our focus  is to  use 
our knowledge and experience in the industry as well 
as our partnership with our European brands that we 
worked with for so long to enhance the quality of the 
commercial kitchen equipment manufactured in Egypt 
to deliver the value and reliability your operation needs 
even in the most demanding kitchen environments 
This is our biggest step in our growth, a fully developed 
manufacturing facility with an administrative building 
and showroom claiming to be the best in the market by 
international standards as our goal is to fulfill our local 
market needs and furthermore expand to
the global market.
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48 Buffet Counters
For 10 years we have been focusing part of our activity in 
upgrading the buffet tables industry in Egypt to achieve 
the necessary results and needs of using the hot & cold 
buffet tables. We have supplied and changed more than 
100 buffet tables projects in existing and new -5stars 
hotels & resorts in Egypt. Now we have the experience 
to present the best & most efficient buffet tables within 
different designs and minimum investment matching 
with all dining restaurants› capacity and toning the 
interior design.
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Company 
Projects

A Great Performance Deserves a Great Brand

Our name is synonymous with success and reliability, we worked with 
some of our country’s greatest establishments, and over time we 
accumulated the most extensive catalog of foodservice products 
available in Egypt. For the last three decades, Comet Group has 
provided foodservice related projects from A-Z for a large number of 
hotels, restaurants, hospitals and touristic projects in Egypt and the 
Middle East. Comet group has built a vast portfolio of clients with some 
of the biggest international hotels, resorts, restaurants and hospitals.





52 185146 Kitchen Utensils,
Flat & Hollow ware

New Project & Renovation
for Kitchen Equipment 110 Buffet Projects
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Four Seasons Nile Plaza 

Four Seasons San Stefano 

Four Seasons - Sharm El Sheikh 

Hilton Nour Resort - Hurghada 

Safir Hotel - Hurghada 

Marriott Hotel - Hurghada 

Marriott Renaissance - Sharm El Sheikh 

Holiday Inn City Stars 

Holiday Inn Hotel - Safaga 

Gafy Land village - Sharm El Sheikh 

Movenpick Hotel - Sharm El Sheikh 

Coral Bay Hotel - Sharm El Sheikh 

Sofitel Hotel - Sharm El Sheikh 

Intercontinental Hotel - Sharm El Sheikh 

Melia Pharaoh - Hurghada 

Triumph Hotel - El Shoifat 

Hilton Plaza - Hurghada 

Sonesta Club - Sharm El Sheikh 

Tolip Golden Plaza 

Tolip El Galala Hotel 

Tolip El Alamein 

Ritz Carlton - Sharm El Sheikh 

Hilton Long Beach - Hurghada 

Albatros Citadel - Sahl Hashish 

Albatros Aqua Park - Sharm El Sheikh 

Royal Al Batros Moderna - Sharm El Sheikh 

Dana Beach - Hurghada 

Melia Sol Sharm Hotel 

Dreams Beach - Sharm El Sheikh 

Dreams Vacation - Sharm El Sheikh 

Dreams Beach - Marsa Allam. 

Concorde El Salam - Sharm El Sheikh 

Le Meridien Dahab Hotel 

Movenpick Pyramids Hotel 

Movenpick 6 October Media City 

Tolip Aswan 

Savoy - Sharm El Sheikh 

Stella El Sokhna 

Cataract Aswan 

Al Batros Lagouna Vista 

Tolip Golden Plaza 

Triumph Hotel - El Shoifat 

Triumph Hotel - El Shoifat 

Tolip Taba Resort 

Tolip El Rehab Hotel 

Tolip Golden Plaza 

Conference Centre 

Al Baker Resort - Marsa Alam 

Azha El Sokhna Resort 

El Kayan – New Administrative  Capital 

Jewel Mostafa Kamel - Alexandria 

Tolip Al Alamein Hotel 

Rixos Al Alamein Hotel 

Aqua Park – Sharm El Sheikh 

Golden Five - Hurghada 

Tolip Gardenia 

Emaar Up Town – Club House 

Bin Samikh Tower – Doha 

Governor Hotel - Doha

Andalusia Hospital 

57357 Hospital 

Indira Restaurant

Casa Italia
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54cometgroup-eg.com

Head Office:
83, El Moltaka El Araby St. – Sheraton – Heliopolis. 
Tel.: (+202) 22688811 / 12 / 13 / 14 – (010) 6666 4402
Fax: (+202) 22688815 
E-mail: info@cometgroup-eg.com

Factory & Showroom:
Plant no (101) 3rd Industrial zone (A5) 10th of Ramadan City
Tel: 012 747 999 44
Fax: 012 747 999 44
E-mail: info@cometgroup-ind.com

Sharm El-Sheikh Branch & Showroom:
Golden Center Mall, Airport Road, Naama Bay. 
Tel & Fax: +2 (069) 3602032 – 3600031 – (012) 2791 0540.     
Fax: +2 (069) 3604845 
E-mail: sharm@cometgroup-eg.com

Hurghada Branch & Showroom:
277 Elbowling St. - El Kawther - Hurghada         
Tel.: +2(065) 3462820 / 21 – (012) 2392 5659
Fax: +2(065) 3462822        
E-mail: hurghada@cometgroup-eg.com


